GET MORE PAYMENTS WITH ACI VIRTUAL COLLECTION AGENT™

ACI Virtual Collection Agent™ proved its success by collecting almost $2 billion in consumer debt annually for some of the world’s biggest brands. A top-three global bank improved collections performance by five times when they introduced ACI’s online debt collection service. Part of ACI’s comprehensive UP® Bill Payment™ solutions, Virtual Collection Agent emulates the interactions of your best collection agent in a convenient 24-hour online environment. Companies prefer Virtual Collection Agent because:

- It reduces gross charge-offs by 10%
- It’s an easy-to-own solution that provides complete control of the collections process
- It requires no additional software

Virtual Collection Agent is a secure and effective system built on best practices and meets all financial industry requirements, and IT industry and internet security standards.
THE MARKET CHALLENGE

Organizations struggle to collect debt because consumers cannot resolve their delinquency the way they want, preferring a virtual collection agent four times more than receiving a call from a collector.¹

PROVEN RESULTS BY THE NUMBERS

A top-five credit card issuer performed a five-month test between its legacy process and Virtual Collection Agent as a fully branded part of the card issuer website and communications. Some of the results:

- 5.7% reduction in flow rate to charge-off for Virtual Collection Agent, improving loss-avoidance by $3.1M annually on $50M in delinquent accounts
- More contacts
  - 45% of website visitors had no contact in over 180 days; 69% of these were late-stage accounts
  - More than 22% of log-ins were outside the call center window; 18% of log-ins occurred over the weekend
- 7.8% increase in payments from late-stage accounts while reducing related call center expense 9%

PERSONALIZE OFFERS WITH REAL-TIME CONSUMER INFORMATION CUSTOMERS PROVIDE
REACH MORE ACCOUNTS AND COLLECT MORE WITH ONLINE DEBT COLLECTION

COLLECT MORE PAYMENTS FASTER AND EASIER

• Meet and exceed your debt collection goals
• Reach more accounts and collect more payments with powerful tools such as:
  - Strategy Manager
  - Smart rules
  - New incremental payments
  - Rich reporting
• Help to assure consistency between web and agent offers
• Secure activity with audit trails for each account

AUTOMATE YOUR “TOP AGENT” ONLINE

• Put “top agent” behavior online for 24-hour coverage
• Make compelling offers around the clock, without additional call center costs
• Help customers initiate debt repayment at their own pace in a non-confrontational online environment
• Build and adapts collection strategies based on your rule sets and individual consumer information
• Test different strategies for the best results
EARLIER REPAYMENT WITH PERSONALIZED OFFERS

- Personalize payment offers with the consumer’s account information for earlier debt payment
- Provides visibility into multiple accounts
- Present current and past bills online

ACCESS DETAILED REPORTING AND IMPROVE COLLECTION STRATEGIES

USE REPORTING TO MAXIMIZE OFFER ACCEPTANCE RATES

- Provides rich, detailed reports on the results from payment offers that you can use to adapt your rules and strategies to maximize the offer acceptance rate
- Offers unique insight with the cure rate report, which provides the number of standalone payments, recurring payments scheduled and offers accepted
  - Data shows as a ratio of these curing actions to the number of eligible accounts during each reporting interval
- Google Analytics reporting of site activity
- Daily and monthly reports available in Virtual Collection Agent can be viewed online or downloaded in PDF, Excel or comma separated value (CSV) formats. Reports include:
  - Site Activity reports: Website activity and feature usage
    - Enrollment, logins, security
    - Feature usage
    - Log-ins by hour
    - Payments activity
  - Collections Activity reports: Website payments activity
    - Collection strategy results
    - Online payments
    - Promise to pay
    - Payment programs enrollment by delinquency stage
    - Payment programs enrollment by program
    - Site activity
    - Cure rate
    - Key performance indicators
- Service reports: Use of payment tools by call center personnel
  - Staff usage report
  - Group report
  - Inquiry type report

**BUILD WINNING STRATEGIES WITH THE BUILT-IN WORKFLOW**

- The Strategy Manager provides a complete workflow process to consistently design offer strategies and engage consumers
- Not only does the Strategy Manager provide a consistent and repeatable process, but it also tests strategy elements against a significant sample of accounts to quantify the expected results
- Building block approach means that each element has a future use; elements used within the workflow process are: offers, rules, strategies, publications and offer applications
- The offer feedback, rich data export and detailed activity history bring continuous process improvement, along with comprehensive reporting and audit support

**CUSTOMIZE AND PERSONALIZE COLLECTION OFFERS FOR BETTER RESULTS**

**CREATE DIFFERENT SITES TO COLLECT DIFFERENT DEBT**

- Reach different sets of consumers, different types of debt and different strategies so you can make the right offers
- Use an unlimited number of websites to address different consumer segments and maximize offer acceptance rates
- Test new offers with selected audiences before program rollout
- Segment collections by products, business unit, branding or placement
- Each site can have its own:
  - Look and feel
  - Messaging
  - Features
  - Business rules
  - Collection strategy
- View, delete and edit each site in real time
BETTER ACCESS WITH MULTIPLE LANGUAGES AND ADA CERTIFICATION

- Can be deployed in English plus three languages of your choice
- Consumers can use every aspect of the site in their preferred language, including messages, offers, payment flows, buttons and error messages
- Puts the online and multi-lingual agents in place to service accounts even better
- Offers enhanced online accessibility with certification to Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 Level AA
- Include captioning and audio descriptions for pre-recorded video to assist hearing- and sight-impaired consumers
- Certification is optional for fully configured client websites

RAISE AWARENESS FOR MORE DEBT RESOLUTION

- Raising awareness of Virtual Collection Agent’s unique capabilities and your willingness to work with the consumer toward resolution can boost online contact rates by up to 20 times the current rate
- Use promotional codes to track marketing campaigns, agent referrals and even trigger special offers
- Significantly improves offer acceptance and the resolution of delinquencies

MATCH THE RIGHT OFFERS WITH THE RIGHT CONSUMERS

- Notifies consumers of available offers based on eligibility rules
- Gather information about a consumer’s willingness and ability to pay with online forms, and respond with offers that best fit
- Makes real-time offers during the consumer’s website session to increase the likelihood of acceptance and satisfactory completion of the arrangement
SAVE MONEY WITH THE VIRTUAL COLLECTION AGENT

EASY-TO-OWN CONTROL FROM YOUR DESKTOP

• Virtual Collection Agent is easy-to-own and offers unequaled control of the collections process

• Directly translate your expertise into more collections without first having to translate it into a software project

• Use the managers within the client workbench to:
  - Turn on and off rules and features
  - Create different collection sites for different consumers
  - Test offer strategies
  - Configure and change web content
  - Use multiple languages
  - Manage consumer accounts
CONTROL CONTENT AND RULES WITHOUT A SERVICE CALL

• Using the Client Workbench within Virtual Collection Agent, you can fully control the content and rules within your collection site
• Never wait on other people — make the collection changes in real time, as you need them
• Easily manage your site quickly and without lengthy, costly, professional services engagements
• Lets you continually improve, test and quickly apply new collection concepts

SCHEDULE PAYMENTS WITHOUT A LIVE AGENT

• Guide consumers through the scheduling payments, eliminating the need for any interaction with live agents
• Give consumers a chance for additional interaction if he or she can’t find a payments schedule that works for them:
  - Use the chat feature
  - Schedule a callback from an agent
  - Complete an online rejection survey, providing a “warm lead” for outbound calling

SIMPLIFY SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE, GAIN PEACE OF MIND

ALWAYS EFFECTIVE AND COMPLIANT AGENT INTERACTIONS

• Ensures effective, consistent and compliant interactions with all consumers, whether by web or by call center
• Secures electronic communications with consumers
• View account data through the client workbench
• Build on-screen scripting based on your best agents to assure that all agents conduct a consistent, compliant and effective dialog
• Scripting is a strong agent training and management tool when combined with the agent activity reports
GUIDED BY BEST PRACTICES FOR SECURE, EFFECTIVE COLLECTIONS

• Built on collections best practices, financial industry requirements, IT industry guidelines and internet security standards

• Combines the best from all domains of expertise to provide a best-in-class online collection system

• Rest assured with a secure, dependable and up-to-date business system

• ACI staff are experts in data security and integrity; they use their expertise to ensure that the tens of millions of accounts on file in the company data centers are fully secured from unauthorized access

• Uses the highest level of best practices for security, redundancy and encryption to assure all network traffic and data storage is fully secure and the system exceeds its uptime goal

• Manage a robust program using independent third-party specialists such as CyberTrust for penetration testing, vulnerability assessment and security testing

• Third-party specialists conduct compliance audits for:
  - PCI DSS Tier 1 for payments processing security
  - SSAE 16 for security and reliability of operational controls
  - Sarbanes-Oxley 404 IT for all information technology controls

ENSURING SAFETY WITH INTERNAL AUDITS

• ACI internal audits department, reporting directly to the board of directors, conducts regularly scheduled testing to satisfy corporate standards for:
  - Financial controls
  - Infrastructure and application penetration
  - Physical and logical security

• The Federal Financial Institution Examination Council performs an annual technology service provider examination of ACI operations for:
  - Business continuity
  - Disaster recovery
  - Information security
  - Privacy
  - Financial management
  - IT management
  - Systems support
  - Development
  - Internal audit
  - Payment systems

PCI, SSAE 16 AND SARBANES-OXLEY COMPLIANT
Virtual Collection Agent is one of many services in the UP Bill Payment solutions — a comprehensive, integrated platform proven to raise customer satisfaction 25%.

ACI does more than power electronic payments — we empower your business success.

Learn how to make more contacts and collect more payments. Visit aciworldwide.com/billpay now.